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SOME ALTERNATIVES

IN INTERPRETING PARMENIDES

In thework of interpretingParmenides we have witnessed in the 'sixties
and 'seventies, in English language scholarship, that rarest of phenomena in
the study of ancient philosophy, the emergence of a consensus. Four inter
pretive theses now seem quite widely shared: (a) Parmenides deliberately sup
presses the subject of esti, "is," or einai, "to be," in his statement of the two
"routes" in B2, his intention being to allow the subject to become gradually
specified as the argument unfolds, (b) The negative route, ouk esti, "is not,"
or trieeinai, "not to be," is banned because sentences that adhere to it fail to
refer (semantically speaking) to actual entities?the latter to be understood
broadly, as will shortly be stated in thesis (d). (c) The argument does not de
pend on a confusion between the "is" of predication and the "is" of existence,
(d) In the relevant contexts, esti and einai involve a "fused" or "veridical" use
of the verb "to be"; in other words, esti or einai have the force of "is actual"
or "obtains," or "is the case," envisaging a variable subject that ranges over
states-of-affairs.1

I formulate the four theses as abstractly and schematically as I can to do
justice to the considerable variation of scholarly opinion that obtains within
the consensus. It is clear, nevertheless, that the four theses concern fun
damental points, and so one may even speak of the emergence of a standard
me refer to it as "SI,"
interpretation of Parmenides?let
Anglo-American
for short.
1960 article, "Eleatic Questions." A
The prototype of SI is inOwen's
dialectically rich and elegant formulation is in Furth's "Elements of Eleatic
(1968); and a third influential version is Kahn's "The Thesis of
Ontology"
Parmenides" (1969), an article thatwas eventually buttressed by, and given a

1973 book, The Verb 'Be* in Ancient
wider theoretical context in, Kahn's
Greek?
Many of the discussions, both within and outside the consensus outlined
above, seem to assume that the notion that Parmenides' argument depends
on a confusion of the "is" of existence with the "is" of predication was in
troduced by John Raven.3 In fact, itwas introduced almost fiftyyears ago by
the Italian scholar Guido Calogero in his Studi suli' Eleatismo.4 A lotmore

of what eventually was made part of SI was also introduced by Calogero. The
idea that the two routes represented not actual propositions or theses but
types of proposition, propositional functions or sentence frames, goes back to
Calogero. He was also the first to use the device of quotation marks (to
signifymention rather than use) in paraphrasing Parmenides' B2: "the way of
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truth is the one that says, 'is', ... the way of error is the one that says, 'is
not'."5 In effect, theses (a) and (b) of our consensus are Calogero's contribu
tion. From that basis, but with the assumption of a conflation of predication
which
and existence?the
theses (c) and (d) directly
assumption
the argument proceeds in the five stages
reconstruction
of
deny?Calogero's
that are also implicit inRaven's6 account:
(i) Sentences of the form, "x does not exist," are impossible (because they
fail to refer).
Sentences
of the form, "x is not F," are assimilated to the form in (i).
(ii)
(iii) Negative
identity sentences, "x is not the same as }>," are, in turn,
assimilated to those of the form in (ii).
sentence of the form, "x and y are different," can be valid since it
No
(iv)
presupposes that "x is not the same as y"
(v) Monism, understood as the doctrine that all things are one thing,

follows.
SI reformulates the five steps of the Calogero-Raven
version, in accor
dance with its adoption of theses (c) and (d):
(I) Sentences of the form, "it is not the case that /?," are impossible.
(II) Sentences both of the form, "x does not exist," and of the form, "x is
not F," are special cases of the form in (I).
(III) So too are negative identity sentences.
(IV) Sentences of the form,"x is different from >>," presuppose sentences
of the form, "it is not the case that and y are the same," and are
therefore impossible.
understood as the doctrine that all things are one thing,
(V) Monism,

follows.
So the positive route according to SI says that a certain unspecified state-of
affairs is the case; the negative, that a certain unspecified state-of-affairs is
not the case. The rejection of the negative route is still based on the assump
tion that expressions are meaningful only if they refer to an actual entity, in
this instance, an actual state-of-affairs, a fact.
Both SI and the Calogero-Raven
version it came to replace have the vir
tue of explanatory clarity and economy. SI has the additional virtue of
charity?not
saddling Parmenides with a Schoolbook or sophistic fallacy,

when the reconstruction of the argument does not absolutely require it.Com
pared with the plethora of willful, obscure, tendentious, artificial, and
sometimes trivial interpretations that have been offered in 150 years of
modern scholarship on Parmenides, SI seems so attractive?in some versions,
e.g., Furth's, even compelling in the clarity and rigor it projects into
one may well be made to feel perverse in not
Parmenides' argument?that
consensus.
we
must never forget that we are dealing with
in
the
Yet
joining
a
of
didactic
and that we know precious little of the
poem,
fragments
milieu
of
the
work, or of its immediate antecedents and
literary-philosophical
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intended effects. Even the ideally cogent interpretation?one that both takes
into account themaximum of philological-historical evidence and is also the
most satisfying philosophically?must
rank as speculative. What we hope for
is tomake connections, historical ones, conceptual ones. So we must be will
ing to entertain alternative interpretations just so that we remain alert to all
these possible connections. For in the study of philosophical fragments?even
if in no other field?the type of tolerant pluralism advocated for scientific
theories by Feyerabend seems the only reasonable stance methodologically.
The counsel Feyerabend offers is easily adapted to our context: "Empiricism
demands that the empirical content of whatever knowledge we possess be in
creased as much as possible. Hence the invention of alternatives in addition to
the view that stands in the center of discussion constitutes an essential part of
the empirical method"
(his italics).7
What would it be like to increase empirical content as much as possible
in the case of interpretingParmenides? It would be tomake connections with
the epic tradition, the medium of which he employs in his poetry; to make
connections with his philosophical predecessors and successors; most impor
tantly, tomake contact on as many points as possible with the 150 or so lines
of the poem that have been preserved.
In several respects, which correspond to the criteria of adequacy just
cited, SI falls short. I detail these shortfalls in the next five paragraphs. The
a refutation
considerations I offer do not amount?I hasten to emphasize?to
of SI. But they do provide pointers of the directions inwhich Feyerabendian
alternatives might be sought.

1.SI envisages no significant connections with pre-Parmenidean speculation.
What motivates Parmenides' argument, according to SI, is puzzles about
reference. We know, of course, that such puzzles played a big role in the
thought of Gorgias and Plato; but we have no hint of such concerns in the
sources for early fifth-century or sixth-century pre-Socratics.
2. SI draws directly on too limited a portion of the available evidence. An
adequate base for SI is provided by B2, B3, B6.1-2, and the first three lines
of B8. The rest of the text that has been preserved can be given interpretations
compatible with SI but makes no distinctive contribution to the overall inter
pretation. If the four passages mentioned above had been the only ones
preserved, the other 130 or so lines inDiels-Kranz would not have been miss
ed by SI.

3. In particular, Parmenides' insistent use of imagery and of epic motifs and
themes figures not at all in the evidence for SI. Parmenides' use of such im
ages as that of a journey, of alternate routes, of wandering (by "mortals"), of
bonds and boundaries seem best explained as morphologically heuristic, i.e.
as providing models for key Parmenidean concepts and doctrines. For SI,
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however, the imagery ismerely traditional and decorative. No features of SI
specifically require, or even invite or encourage, the fashioning of these im
ages.

4. Moreover
(another amplification of paragraph 2), SI makes no use of the
distinctive contrast between the two parts of Parmenides* poem. That the
the false doctrine of mortals, is essentially a dualistic doctrine of
"Doxa,"
ismade to appear otiose or gratuitous by SI. For as steps
contraries
paired
in
second outline offered above would suggest, the rejection
the
and
(V)
(IV)
of a scheme of contraries follows a fortiori from the collapsing of any and all
is pointlessly specific in its
distinctions. So ifSI is correct, then the "Doxa"
focus on a dualistic cosmology of Light and Night.
5. The crucial step (IV) in the argument as articulated by SI corresponds only
text. Nowhere
in the fragments do we find
loosely to Parmenides'
Parmenides saying that if is different from y then is not y .Nor is it ob
vious intuitively that if and y are different it is nevertheless presupposed
that is not y, y is not x. (InWittgenstein's Tractatus the fundamental diver

sity and independence of elementary states-of-affairs has nothing to do with
negation, which is an operation on elementary propositions.) We could in this
sort of context draw a distinction between "supervenient" and "constitutive"
negation: supervenient, when the two entities disjoined by nonidentity are, or
are assumed to be, already known by us simply in terms of what they are;
constitutive, when cognitive access to a certain entity is necessarily through
negative specification.8 Now, for sure, Parmenides does have a doctrine that
if and y are opposites, i.e., if they are contrastively characterized, then is
not y. But this is a doctrine concerning constitutive rather than supervenient
negation. At any rate, in this case again, in parallel to the case discussed in
the previous paragraph, if SI is right, then Parmenides'
employment of
contrariety?rather than of simple difference?is made to appear otiose and
gratuitous. For it is needlessly overdetermined for the role SI assigns it in the
argument.

Before I turn to sketch one alternative that attempts to do justice to
these five considerations, I would like to elaborate on paragraph 5 with
reference to a particular version of SI. I do this to bring out more forcefully
the point that, at least on the evidence of rough and ready logical-linguistic
intuitions, one is by no means committed to the view that difference presup

poses negation.

Montgomery Furth uses the device of a dialogue between "Betathon"
and Parmenides to show the logic of themoves in the argument. For step (IV)
he has Betathon reciting in sequence statements such as "Trees are" and
"Lizards are" or "Zeno is handsome" and "Zeno is a biped."9 (Furth casts
all steps of Parmenides' argument first with existential then with copulative
"to be" in order to capture the two strains that are "fused" in einai.)
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is initially silent, but soon complains, "You're
repeating
Betathon
yourself."
explains that the second elements in each pair represents
'different'?"
something different, to which Parmenides
quips, "How,
Betathon takes the bait by responding, "This lizard is not a tree," or "To be
is not to be a biped," whereupon Parmenides protests that
handsome
Parmenides

Betathon has lapsed into speaking of what-is-not.
The argument is clearly ad hominem. Betathon need not have offered an
explanation when Parmenides complained, "You're repeating yourself." He
could have said, "You obviously think so; please listenmore closely towhat I
am saying." And, even if Betathon should have conceded "different," he
should not have explicated it in terms of "is not." It would be another matter
entirely ifBetathon had shown his true face as one of Parmenides' "mortals"
by importing, on his own initiative, the language of contrasts and contrariety.
"Mortals" do just that, which enables Parmenides to focus on that feature
I shall presently suggest?than SI requires.
much more directly?as

I have elsewhere developed10 an alternative interpretation of Parmenides
that seeks to preserve as many of the attractive features of SI as possible
while also increasing empirical content along the lines suggested by the
preceding five considerations.11 In the rest of this paper I condense that
alternative to its essentials?formulating
it, I hope, more clearly and more in
telligently as well as more concisely than I may have done before. I focus
specially on points where I diverge from SI.
I work back from the "Doxa." For it seems plausible to assume that if
we understand what is crucially wrong, in Parmenides' eyes, about theworld
view of "mortals" we shall ipsofacto understand what is crucially right about
"Truth." Ultimately we want to understand the relation between the proofs
in B8 and the statement of the two "routes" in B2. So the question to raise
first in studying the "Doxa"
is,How do Parmenides' mortals employ the verb
"to be" in making cosmological statements? Of the seven occurrences of
forms of einai (not counting the suppletives phyesthai and gignesthai) beyond
B8.50, where the "Doxa" begins, three are clearly in a cosmological context:
B8.56?57 ". . .Here the shining fire of the flame, what is gentle (epion
on)."

B9.3 "Everythingis full {pleon estiri)of lightand unshiningnight

together."
B19.1 "Thus ... are things now" {puto . . . nyn easi).
What underlies these uses almost certainly are sentences of the form:
_is
Light.
_is
Night.
both Light and Night.
_is
is
Light
something shining, etc. (cf. B8.56-57).

Night is something obscure, etc. (cf. B8.59).
The blank in the first three cases represents a noncommital pro-word, such as
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"Here" or "This." Ostensibly, all five of the sentences above conform to the
positive route of B2. But since Light and Night, and their respective powers,
are opposites, negatives lurk below the surface. For surely "Light is not
Night," and vice versa, "something shining is not something obscure," and
vice versa. The third of the five sentences epitomizes the predicament ofmor
tals, whom the goddess derides with such epithets as "two-headed,"
"helpless," "lost on a route that turns back on itself," etc. For mortals want
to believe that "neither (Light nor Night) has a share of nothingness" (B9.4),
and so think of the third sentence as having the form, "x isF and (7." But
their positing of a scheme of contraries inevitably makes them parse the
sentence as variously negative, self-contradictory, and multiply negative: "x
is F and not F"; "x is G and not G"; "x is not F and not G."
The concept that unifies the two parts of Parmenides' poem is that of
krisis, "decision" or "choice" or "disjunction." In the "Doxa" mortals prac
tice a halfhearted krisis by setting up a cosmological scheme of contraries.
The two morphai, "forms," and their cognate powers are "set apart in bodi
ly terms" (B8.55). Yet each is complementary to the other; each is perceived
not only as "same with itself but also as "not same with the other" (B8.57
58). This complementarity is confirmed by the figure of the all-steering
daimdn of
12 who brings opposites together in mixture. The krisis of
"Truth" is abstract, uncompromising, and absolute: "is it, or is it not?"
itwould mean thatmor
(B8.16). If the latterwere enforced on the "Doxa,"
tals would have to "choose," "decide," and "make up theirmind" between
the two sides of their scheme. Which is the positive one, which the negative?
Which represents what-is, which what-is-not?
These questions cannot be evaded. Furth's Betathon might have been
well advised not to concede that "is different" entails "is not." But
Parmenides' mortals are committed to the language of negativity because
they conceptualize the two "forms" as opposites. The negation is built into
the conceptual scheme of the "Doxa,"
since each F isproperly and intrin
not
terms
G.
In
the
used
the negation is constitutive rather
earlier,
sically
than supervenient; in the terms of Parmenides' statement of the two routes,
both the assertorie and the modal (B2.5 chredn esti me einai, "it is proper
that
should not be-")
components of the negative route are in
voked in positing a scheme of opposites.
Let us identify with Parmenides' mortals and imagine what it would
have been like for us in that role to make the radical krisis. (This thought
experiment is not an arbitrary interpretivedevice: it is based on the goddess'
own counter-factual ehren, "it were right," of Bl.31-32.12) Since only what-is
can be named, one of the two sides in the scheme cannot properly receive a
name at all (cf. B8.54).
If we should select one of the two forms on the
that
the
other
grounds
represents what-is-not, the complementarity will have
been destroyed. What we will have picked is something constituted wholly
and strictly in positive terms, in terms of itself.Not surprisingly, as soon as
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we radicalize the krisis of the "Doxa," what we have picked turns out be
neither Light nor Night but the eon, "what-is," defined in B8. The am
bivalent lateral opposition between contraries constituted and characterized
by mutual
affinity and mutual exclusion is now transformed into a
centripetal-centrifugal opposition: between a completely definite and cir
cumscribed entity E versus that unencompassable, unstructured, indefinite,
and so nameless ambiance that lies beyond or outside E.13

In Homer the sea is called "boundless" precisely because it is unstruc
tured, and because it lies outside islands (which are bounded) and beyond the
shores (which are boundaries). This Homeric contrast of an island against the
pontos apeiron, "boundless sea," may well count as an aptly Parmenidean
image of the contrast between what-is and what-is-not. Indeed, the contrast is
implicit, as we will see in a moment, in another Parmenidean image that also
comes from Homer. More
to the point, the island-versus-sea contrast is
contrast involved in the two most prominent
with
the
essential
isomorphic
of
B8:
of what-is by "bonds" and within "bounds";
the
containment
images
and thewell-rounded ball of lines 42-49 as it is contemplated from the outside
(cf. B8.43 pantothen, "from all sides"; B8.49 en peirasin, "within bounds").
If the contrast between what-is and what-is-not in B8 is one between
I have already implied in
determinacy and indeterminacy, then?as
as
reason why the negative
the
indeterminate
"nameless"?the
characterizing
route is banned is because it is inchoate, vague, or altogether uninformative.
The

used translates Parmenides' pan
affinities with the motif of plane,
of the po?m (cf. "vagary" and
vagari); the first corresponds to
be consummated" (B2.7).
What, then, is the construction of the subjectless estfs and einafs of the
statement of the two routes in B2? It has to be a construction that envisages
the "is" as pointing toward something (cf. B2.8 phrasais), as introducing
definiteness; "is not" as pointing away, as introducing indefiniteness. Indeed,
it is the same syntactically copulative use of "is" we found to underlie
third of the three adjectives just
apeuthea (B2.6); the second has obvious
that runs through much
"wandering,"
from Latin vagus and
"divagation,"
Parmenides' ouk anyston, "what cannot

"Here [or
cosmological statements concerning the opposites in the "Doxa":
as in
two
is
The
should
be
understood
routes, accordingly,
'this']
Light."
a
a
not
but
only suppressed subject
suppressed predicate complement:
volving
"-is-and
it is not possible
The positive route (B2.3):
not be-"
that-should

"is not-and
it is proper
negative route (B2.5):
not be_"
that-should
What motivates the ban of the negative route is the assumption that being
told "what something is not" is per se evasive and uninformative.14
There is a mirror image of Parmenides' two routes in a passage in Pin
tomy knowledge has not been discussed before in this connection:
which
dar,
The
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Men are thingsof a day?what is one (tide tis)lwhat is one not (tid'ou tis)lMan
is the shadow of a dream. (Pyth. viii. 95-96)
I refer to this as a mirror image since in Pindar's interrogatives we have the
reverse effect of deletion I find in Parmenides. Pindar suppresses the copula
but retains pro-words
represent open
speaking?here
that?logically
retains the copula but deletes both subject and
variables; Parmenides
predicate complement, thus allowing the two gaps themselves to indicate the
open variables on either side. (Pindar, like Parmenides' goddess, offers a
positive predication scheme and a negative predication scheme; he then im
plies that the answer to the question posed combines the two schemes, as does
the vacillating and dreamy discourse of Parmenides' mortals.)
On this interpretation of B2, the logic of Parmenides' argument is in
timately tiedwith his central heuristic image of a cognitive journey to the eon,
"what is," or aletheia, "reality." For if I should start on a journey to F, say,
to the island of Ithaca, there is a course I can follow and I can ultimately
complete my journey and reach my destination; if I should start on a journey
to not F, not to the island of Ithaca, I wander endlessly. (I use the example of
Ithaca as I believe, with Eric Havelock,15 that there are significant uses of

Odyssey motifs in Parmenides' poem.)
The assumption that negative predications are per se uninformative
to say?false. But to say why it is false would require of one to
is?needless
have insights into the logical texture of discourse that were not achieved
before Plato's mature dialogues.16 Operating with that mixture of logic and
picture-thinking that is so overwhelmingly characteristic of him, Parmenides
may well have seduced himself into believing that just as, if I merely point
away from a concrete object I give the recipient of my message no informa
tion as to where to go, so too if I make a negative predication I leave my
hearer at a loss concerning what I intend.
The interpretation I have outlined here differs from SI in the handling of
theses (b) and (d) of the consensus. In envisaging that the "is" of the two
routes of B2 is syntactically copulative, it returns to the base of Calogero's
in
terpretation. But rather than surrender that base at the immediate next stage
of Parmenides' argument by postulating a conflation of predication with ex
istence, it concurs with thesis (c). It does this, however, not by virtue of

postulating a "fused" or "veridical" use, rather by retaining the simple
copulative syntax through the rest of Parmenides' argument. Thesis (a) is, of
course, shared by Calogero-Raven,
by SI, and by the present interpretation.
In giving an account of the argument in B8,1 proceed in parallel to SI,
or to the corresponding Calogero-Raven
account, with one all-important
addition: the attributes of what-is are obtained through a refutation not of
plurality and difference as such but of contrastive-complementary
characterizations. Through an elenchus of such paired oppositions as "after
vs. before" (B8.10), "greater vs. lesser" (B8.23-24), "here vs. there" (implicit
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in B8.29-32),
"stronger vs. weaker"
(B8.45, 8.48), the goddess es
what-is is ageneton, "ungenerable,"
oude
tablishes?respectively?that
diaireton, "nor divisible," akineton, "immobile," and tetelesmenon, "fully
one item in
developed, perfect."17 As with the paired forms of the "Doxa,"
each pair "may not properly be named." But in enforcing the krisis the com
plementarity is abolished, and the item selected is radically redefined as a
reduced or neutral attribute of what-is.18
An important corollary is that Parmenides' monism is strictly a non
dualism, or anti-dualism. It iswith Zeno, Melissus, and Empedocles that the
conception of monism becomes embedded in a dialectic of the One and the
Many. Introducing this nuance of a distinction between Parmenides and the
other two Eleatics makes intelligible the conspicuous absence of the language
of hen and polla, as well as of the formula hen topan, "all things are one,"
from the Parmenides fragments; but it does not deny the otherwise strong
ties that bind these three philosophers into a single
conceptual-dialectical

group.
In the reverse chronological direction, too, I find both continuity and
and Heraclitean themes are evi
significant nuancing. Both Anaximandrean
dent in the "Doxa." The conception of the opposites as reified quasi-things
goes back (like the celestial stephanai, "hoops," of A37) to Anaximander.
But the theme of affinity and complementarity of the opposites seems to
come fromHeraclitus. (Whether Parmenides knew thework ofHeraclitus, or
whether Heraclitean themes and ideas reached him indirectlywe are not in a

position to determine: the comparison of the two philosophers is illuminating
in itself.) Even more strikingly, the conception of unity-in-opposition which
Heraclitus celebrates as his great insight is precisely the one Parmenides
seeks to dissolve through his radical krisis. Both are monists, to be sure, but
themonism of Heraclitus is the consequence of a thoroughgoing unification,
that of Parmenides, of a thoroughgoing separation.
involves more than modelling of the
The connection with Anaximander
scheme of cosmic opposites. The fundamen
"Doxa" on theAnaximandrean
tal Parmenidean contrast of determinacy vs. indeterminacy may well have
contrast of an articulated, delimited,
been inspired by the Anaximandrean

and circumscribed cosmos vs. the encompassing apeiron that lies beyond and
outside it. I use the term "inspired" advisedly, for Parmenides presses the
contrast with his characteristic logical fanaticism, beyond what Anaximander
had envisaged. Certainly in the eyes of Parmenides Anaximander is one more
of the two-headed and equivocating mortals. Indeed, Parmenides' philosophy
can be viewed as a critical commentary on Anaximander's: How could we
speak of the apeiron except in negatives?not F, not G, notH, not_Anax
imander must attend to the implications of his own language: the apeiron is
In attempting to speak of the
ineffable precisely because it is a-peiron.
one
to
of
what-is-not, and vice versa. Anaximander's
attempts
apeiron
speak
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fundamental cosmogonie statement, that a cosmos somehow emerges out of
the apeiron,
indicts itself as panapeuthes,
"totally uninformative."19
if there is contrariety and opposition within the cosmos, ostensibly
Moreover,
the realm of the definite, then the apeiron or negation infects the cosmos and
does not lie wholly outside it?unlike what Anaximander's
theory officially
system is the corrective to the
propounds. The corrective to Anaximander's
a radical /crisis that will drain all the negatives out of the cosmos
"Doxa":
and tighten the strictures of definiteness on it.The result of that conceptual
cosmology
engineering is, of course, not a revised version of Anaximander's
but the Parmenidean

what-is held in its pristine self-identity by the bonds of

Justice-Fate-Constraint-Persuasion.

Alexander
The University of Texas

P.D. Mourelatos

at Austin
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"nothing"

such
of expressions
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as oudeis
"I have

or medeis,
and ouden
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a nothing"),
become
and it appears

or

to

have played a role in the development of the concepts of non-being and nothing in
Greek philosophy: see thebriefdiscussion in"Determinacy," p. 54 n. 20; more fullyin
"
'Nothing' as 'Not-Being': Some Literary Contexts That Bear on Plato and on
Parmenides," paper presented to theSociety forAncient Greek Philosophy, Atlanta,
Georgia, December 27, 1977.
15. "Parmenides and Odysseus," Harvard Studies inClassical Philology, 63(1958),
133?43; but see Route, ch. 1, esp. pp. 18, 22, 24, 32 for needed qualifications.
16. See "Determinacy," p. 51; "Naive Metaphysics," pp. 16, 37?39, 47.
17. In theRoute thispoint is developed better in the final chapter (9) than it is in
the discussion of B8 in chs. 4-5.
18. Is there really no residual contrariety implicit in the attributes of what-is
Parmenides deduces? In saying, e.g., that it is "full" (B8.24) does he not presuppose
the contrarietyof "full vs. empty"? For discussion of thisproblem?one facet of the
well-known problem of self-referentialinconsistencyParmenides is leftwith on any
interpretation?see: G. E. L. Owen, "Plato and Parmenides on theTimeless Present,"
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19. I hope these remarksprovide an adequate answer to a critical query by Furley,
"Notes,"

p.

13: "What

grounds

have

we

been

given

so far, in Mourelatos'

view,

for

rejecting a cosmogony likeAnaximander's . . .?" It is possible thatAnaximander
would have protested a construal of his divine apeiron as a-peiron, "not determinate";
Parmenides' critique, as I understand it,operates with a tendentiousconstrual of the
concept. The same, however, is true for nearly all interpretationson this point. The
old interpretationthat relies on an existential constructionof einai comes offworst.
Anaximander would have everygood reason to protest any suggestion thathis apeiron
somehow involvesnon-existence.He would have probably also balked at the sugges
tion

that

the apeiron

constitutes

in part

or

in whole

what-is-not-the-case.

Nous

Nihil philosophicuma nobis alienum putamus
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